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Formation in our faith tradition is an ongoing 
endeavor; allowing this learning to inform our 
minds, to touch our hearts, and to find expression 
in the way we live is an essential part of this pro-

cess. The Adult Faith Formation Library Series offers a valuable 
collection of titles that are a reliable resource for formation, 
information, and transformation in the Catholic tradition. 

The Series is perfect for

• Adults in a faith community who would like to 
grow through spiritual reading and reflection 

• Parish/pastoral ministers who seek support in 
their personal and professional development

• Pastoral teams or school faculties who desire 
to enrich or further explore their mission

• Individuals who want to deepen their 
own understanding of the faith

The Adult 
Faith Formation 

Library
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Each volume’s user-friendly format provides

• An introduction to the topic

• Four chapters, each designed for reading in one sitting/
session

• Questions for personal reflection and journaling, or for 
conversation starters in a team or learning community

• A suggested reading list for further exploration 

Boston College’s STM Online: Crossroads (www.bc.edu/
crossroads) uses this series in its innovative course-style 
learning program. Crossroads gathers participants from the 
English-speaking world and creates learning communities 
that discuss the book together online. Pacing the conversa-
tion by using a chapter a week, a facilitator keeps the con-
versation going, encourages deeper discussion, and inquires 
how the reading inspires new or renewed spiritual practice. 
These popular courses are used as adult faith formation tools 
and as professional development experiences for ministers. 

Whether used in formal educational settings or in less for-
mal learning communities, The Adult Faith Formation Library 
Series offers faith formation in an accessible, flexible format 
for those who seek to live their faith in vibrant and informed 
ways in today’s world.

3
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A C K N O W L E D G M E N TS

Writing is a solitary activity, but underneath the aloneness 
are points of collaboration. I am grateful to all who collab-
orated with me to create this book, Interior Journey. Kathy 
Hendricks of Twenty-Third Publications suggested the proj-
ect and offered encouragement along the way. Ellen Collins 
and Paula Minaert read parts of the book as it developed and 
contributed suggestions and corrections—a valuable service. 
I’m especially grateful to those who agreed to be interviewed 
and who shared with me—and ultimately with you, the read-
ers—important parts of their own inner journeys. They were 
candid and generous in reporting their narratives and, in so 
doing, brought life to the book.

It is my hope that those who read and reflect upon this 
book will want to share their own stories of spirituality in 
the twenty-first century. I believe their stories can encourage 
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a needed conversation in church and society about construct-
ing a “home” that respects human dignity.

I must also thank the Jesuit theologian Karl Rahner, who is 
now resting in God and one day shall surely rise in glory. He 
has been the inspiration at work in my efforts to highlight the 
discoveries of the interior journey. In particular, I am indebted 
to his meditations on the journey of the Magi, which appear 
in a book called The Great Church Year, and pieces of which 
summarize and close each section of the Interior Journey.

Finally, I am grateful to be part of Boston College’s com-
mitment to shaping a spirituality suitable for the twenty-first 
century. The world’s problems are many, but so are the spiri-
tual resources available at this time in history. They have the 
capacity to bind up wounds and light the way.

     Dolores R. Leckey
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1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The pilgrimage has long been a part of devout life among 
the Abrahamic traditions. Jews make aliya, a journey to 
Jerusalem; Muslims make hadj at least once in their lifetime 
to Mecca, the birthplace of the Prophet, and Catholics often 
go on pilgrimage to places where Mary, Jesus’ mother, has 
appeared, usually to poor and marginal people. Other world 
religions also have pilgrimage as part of their devotional life. 
Pilgrims are searching for inner peace, for a path to meaning, 
for what anthropologists refer to as the threshold of their 
origins.

This book, Interior Journey, is about a different kind of 
pilgrimage, the search that everyone has experienced to 
some degree or wants to experience: namely, the response 
to the ancient imperative, “Know thyself.” It is an invitation 
to explore one’s inner space, and to do so not by going out-
side to some distant religious shrine but by entering with-
in. Exploration of interior space, the landscape of the soul, 
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2 Interior Journey

requires slowing down the rapid pace of life, engaging the 
mind and spirit (and body) in a process of reflection, and, 
when ready, perhaps taking some action steps. Interior Jour-
ney can be thought of as a guide book for reflection as the 
terrain of the soul is explored. The method employed is that 
of narrative theology, much like the parables found in the 
New Testament. But these stories are real-life happenings, 
and the reader is asked to locate the spiritual insight con-
tained in the story.

The term spirituality is new in the Catholic lexicon, first 
appearing in an official document during the Second Vatican 
Council. It appears in the Decree on the Lay Apostolate, where 
the Council Fathers speak of the daily activities of ordinary 
lay life as bearers of the Holy Spirit—as the path to holiness. 
Work and family life, civic engagement, the arts—all create 
ways into the hidden grandeur of God. Spirituality is not so 
much about a religious belief system—a creed—as it is about 
the aliveness that dwells under belief.

The major world religions have practices that enable ex-
ploration of and dwelling within the life of the Spirit. There 
is much to be learned from these different traditions, but 
ultimately, to quote a wise Hindu nun, one must dig one’s 
own well to get to the water, the source of life. This book 
follows the Christian tradition in spiritual practices and wis-
dom. The spirituality presented here is incarnational (a major 
tenet of Christianity) and historical. Contemporary sociolo-
gy informs the organization and lays out maps for finding 
one’s way on the Interior Journey.

The book is organized into four parts, somewhat like the 
facets of a jewel. Each facet reflects an aspect of one’s spiritu-
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3Introduction

ality, which is the innermost part of a life, where desire and 
hope, faith and love, sparkle.

Part One: Change, The Dynamism of Life
Change is often associated with crisis, and there are good 
reasons for doing so. It can alter the course of one’s life and 
is often experienced as disruptive, with the loss tearing at the 
fiber of one’s being. The change may be of major propor-
tions, like war or plague. But there are also microchanges 
that impact the course of daily living. People lose jobs and 
consequently their livelihoods; some may be forced to leave 
their communities in search of work; illness strikes and stifles 
a life of independence; marriages are severed through divorce 
or death; aging diminishes physical and sometimes mental 
capacities. Often change is the result of deliberate choice, 
the desire to try something new, the hearing of a different 
call or vocation. In all cases, change can open up new paths 
of creativity. Part One discusses resources to companion us 
in the midst of change and reminds us all that change and 
life are interwoven.

Part Two: Simplicity of Life, A Question of Balance
When people make life changes, it often results in a change 
in lifestyle. They find ways to turn down the constant in-
trusion by radio, television, Internet, and so forth into their 
inner lives. They try to carve out some time and space for 
solitude, perhaps a quiet morning away or even a quiet day. 
They look around and seek some way to create some empty 
space currently filled with a plethora of things. The desire is 
for a simplicity of life.
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4 Interior Journey

What does that mean? Does simplicity of life mean being 
able to distinguish between wants and needs? Or to be able 
to experience the power of choice? Or does simplicity thrive 
in deeper places, in the realm of contemplation, for exam-
ple? This section discusses the different ways that people try 
to shape a simple lifestyle, not as an end in itself but as the 
way to dwell in the life of the Spirit. The choice of solitary 
living in some degree may flow out from the choice to live 
more simply.

Part Three: Solitude and Friendship
Recent sociological data indicate a large proportion of house-
holds in the United States are single-person households, oc-
casioned either by choice or circumstance. Many are living 
in some form of solitude. In truth, this state of aloneness has 
a long and rich tradition in Christianity (and in other reli-
gions as well). In earlier times, in communities dedicated to 
some level of solitude, rituals of time and place helped to 
deepen understanding of the choice to live in solitude. Many 
intentionally chose to pursue the knowledge and love of God. 
Rituals helped them to realize their goals. So an important 
question for our own time is: Are there rituals for those living 
alone that can support meaningful lives of solitude? And are 
there ways to link the knowledge gained from solitude to the 
wider communities? And what is the place of silence (a coun-
tercultural experience)? And how does one “check” the discov-
eries of solitude, and of silence, with a wider circle? Is some 
experience of solitude and silence possible in the busy lives 
of twenty-first-century people? In the midst of work demands 
and the complexities of family life? This facet will indicate 
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5Introduction

the value of practices that can facilitate some level of solitude 
in the midst of multiple responsibilities. The singular role of 
friendship in the spiritual life will be examined. Friendship 
is the only relationship that Jesus holds up to his followers. 
Solitude and friendship are two sides of the coin of life.

Part Four: The Power of Gratitude
The Christian tradition is built on the centrality of gratitude. 
The Catholic liturgy, for example, is an expressive prayer of re-
membering the wondrous works of God and how right and 
just it is to give thanks to God. Eucharist, a Greek word that 
translates as thanksgiving, is at the center of Catholic worship. 

However, the worship is not intended to be a stream of 
words but a path to understanding the passionate love that 
God has for each and every one and to expressing gratitude 
as we recognize our insertion in that stream of love. Perhaps 
it is that awareness that moved St. Paul to write that we are 
to give thanks to God always and for everything. Startling 
words. Powerful words.

St. Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus (Jesu-
its), believed gratitude so important that he referred to in-
gratitude as the foundation of all sin. Pope Francis, in his 
encyclical Laudato Si’, calls all humanity to gratitude for our 
common home, mother Earth. The fourth part of the book 
highlights how gratitude can guide change, enrich lives of 
solitude, strengthen friendship, and influence the creation 
of a simple lifestyle. Gratitude is essential to an authentic 
spirituality for the twenty-first century.
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6 Interior Journey

I hope that the narratives of the book will evoke and elicit 
the readers’ own narratives and highlight for them the grace 
already at work within the depths of their being. The keeping 
of a journal is an essential part of being attentive to the interi-
or journey. It is a long-held practice in spiritual development. 
St. Catherine of Siena (who was, for a long time, illiterate) 
dictated her mystical experiences to a “secretary.” John of the 
Cross recorded his experience of God in a series of mystical 
poems.

 The point is, we need some way to concretize the richness 
of our interior life, which flows so rapidly day by day, and a 
journal is a trustworthy way to do so. 

It is time to begin.

 The heart must bestir itself…Set out, my heart, 
take up the journey.  Karl Rahner
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7

O N E

CHANGE,		
the	DYNAMISM	of	LIFE

To be alive is to change. But many of us fear change, and 
with good reason, because the change is not always what we 
choose. Life brings change to our thresholds. Sometimes 
these changes are of macro proportions; sometimes they are 
small and subtle. But large or small, change moves us along 
the path of life. It is an essential factor in our personal and 
communal journeys. The injustices of today’s global society 
cry out for change, as Pope Francis has been preaching.

When people go on the traditional outward pilgrimag-
es, they are usually seeking change, not only of the outward 
order of things, but within as well. And so it has ever been. 
When crowds followed John the Baptist into the desert, they 
listened to his admonitions to change: change a way of life 
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8 Interior Journey

that carried with it hardened hearts. And when Jesus tra-
versed the length and breadth of Judea speaking of God’s 
love, those who followed him were surely seeking change, 
seeking deeper understanding, seeking to be free. They de-
sired freedom from their various illnesses, including their 
spiritual ills. What they often received was a new conscious-
ness about themselves, particularly in terms of what they 
really desired, about the person they were following, name-
ly, Jesus, and about the world in which they dwelled. They 
became aware of the power of their inner lives and of their 
connectedness to others.

Sudden Change
Natural disasters, unexpected wars or illness, a death of some-
one close—any of these can turn one’s world upside down. 
After the initial shock, history demonstrates, people can and 
do grow through the uninvited and surprising change. They 
often become aware of a new consciousness emerging.

Many stories can be found in the annals of the Afghan 
and Iraq wars. 

When Staff Sgt. Juan Roldan lost both legs in the Iraq 
war, he wished he had died. Then, in 2013 he travelled with 
other vets from the Walter Reed Army Medical Center to the 
Catholic shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes in France, where it 
is believed that the Virgin Mary appeared to St. Bernadette, a 
poor peasant girl, in the mid-nineteenth century. Since then, 
pilgrims have gone there seeking cures through the media-
tion of the sacred waters promised by the Virgin.

When Sgt. Roldan entered the baths at Lourdes, he was 
apprehensive, not knowing what to expect. He said that as 
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9Change, the Dynamism of Life 

soon as they poured the water over his head he felt a sense 
of relief, and by the next day he knew that there had been 
some kind of inner change, something of a spiritual nature, 
perhaps. In any case his own testimony is that he felt enabled 
to become an active father for his daughter.1

Another Lourdes story is personal. I have an autistic grand-
son, now fifteen years of age. Ten years ago his mother, my 
daughter, took him to Lourdes with the annual children’s pil-
grimage. His father says that of course he wanted a miracle, 
and specifically, that his son would return speaking like other 
children his age. That didn’t happen, but something else did. 

The miracle was that his wife, my daughter, came home no 
longer distressed at what fate had dealt, but rather at peace 
with what is. Today this young man goes to school with an 
aide, is able to talk some and to sing beautifully, and is polite 
and happy—a tribute to the unwavering love of his parents, 
and a blessing to our entire family. 

Sometimes change is occasioned by some inner knowl-
edge that things are not right or true in one’s life. Elizabeth, 
divorced and the mother of a grown son, taught English as 
a Second Language for many years. The college where she 
taught had the policy (and still does) of identifying pro-
fessors—many like Elizabeth with doctorates—as adjunct, 
which means they do not receive benefits (health care and 
retirement). After ten years of teaching, Elizabeth was pro-
moted to a directorship, which was, in practice, all adminis-
trative. The job came with benefits and with a large increase 
in salary. A perfect ending? Not at all. Elizabeth was unhappy. 
She longed to be back in the classroom, where she could 
use her considerable creativity to accompany students into 
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10 Interior Journey

the joy of learning a new language. One day, she attended a 
workshop for faculty on the subject of “Happiness.” By the 
end of the afternoon she could answer the question—are you 
happy in your work?—truthfully. She was not. That day she 
wrote a letter of resignation and asked to return to full-time 
teaching. Her request was granted, and now she works with-
out benefits, at a lower salary, and is living more simply (as 
she did before her promotion). What you see in her face these 
days is peace and happiness.

What do these stories teach us? At the very least, they point 
to the possibilities for happiness if we trust the surprising 
path God is pointing us to. The direction is within. The mo-
tivator is love. The way is trust. The virtue is courage. “Happi-
ness,” writes the French philosopher and writer Alain, “is the 
most beautiful and generous gift one can give.” We all benefit 
from the happiness of others.

Sgt. Roldan, my grandson and his parents, Elizabeth: all 
went inward to find the courage to act, and to act creatively. 

Psychologist Rollo May, in an early book, The Courage to 
Create, discusses creativity as a way of life that requires cour-
age. For May, creativity is not limited to the world of art, 
but is, in fact, part of the rhythm of domesticity. How we set 
the table, arrange flowers, welcome silence, play music—all 
this is in the realm of creativity. So is conversation, long con-
sidered an art form. How we speak to one another, how we 
receive information, how we act on the information—all this 
shapes an environment that respects beauty and knowledge, 
and the contributions of one another. Courage is forged in 
the everyday life of all of us. But sometimes specifics of the 
world of art (paintings, music, drama) can help us navigate 
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11Change, the Dynamism of Life 

the rough waters of change. When I was first widowed, I was 
cautioned against watching television. It was pointed out to 
me that television is a passive experience, but the arts are in-
teractional. The theater, for example, is an encounter between 
the actors and the audience—perhaps more readily obvious 
during Shakespeare’s time than our own but none the less 
true. Friends must have known this because during those first 
years of life alone they regularly invited me to join them at 
an art exhibit, or a film, or an opera. Their outreach was like 
water in the desert.

Alone, I realized rather quickly that listening to music, re-
ally listening, is an intentional activity; playing an instrument 
even more so. The latter requires undivided attention—not 
easy to do as I can testify, since now and then I try to prac-
tice my old Mozart pieces from long ago. The practice itself, 
an exercise in paying attention, is like prayer, like a form of 
contemplation.

Recently I met a new widow whose husband died sudden-
ly while she was away. Her state of shock was palpable. But 
I was awed at her instinctual movement toward creativity. 
Never having studied music—not even the reading of mu-
sic—she is now beginning piano studies and finds the effort 
is nourishing something deep within the regions of the soul.

A friend a few years ago began making small abstract 
paintings on paper to send out at Christmas or for birth-
days. Each one is individually made. He undertook this art 
form when his wife was diagnosed with ALS. Perhaps it was 
his way of dealing with the mountains of questions about 
the change in his wife’s life, and in his life. As a recipient of 
his cards, I always feel like I’ve been visited by the Museum 
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12 Interior Journey

of Modern Art. The abstract design, the rich and surprising 
colors, the absence of words, somehow evoke a wordless re-
sponse. I asked him if he might someday paint canvases; he 
doesn’t know. He’s never had an art lesson. It seems life has 
been his teacher.

Art is a close ally of contemplative prayer. I have a calendar 
that each day features a painting from various eras and in 
different styles. Each painting is accompanied by a few words 
of wisdom. For example, the painting Winter Landscape by 
Pieter Breughel the Younger shows villagers playing games 
and strolling on ice, everyone bundled up against the cold, 
snow everywhere; it is anchored with a quote from Anton 
Chekov: “People don’t notice whether it’s winter or summer 
when they’re happy.” I find that pondering a painting and 
the companion words of wisdom helps to center my already 
active meanderings of the mind as I prepare for morning 
prayer. The Breughel painting, for example, has often led me 
to ponder the true nature of happiness.2

Gradual Change
No matter our age, we all experience the effects of living an-
other year, another decade. When we are relatively young, the 
change is hardly noticeable. Furthermore, today’s emphasis 
on caring for the body—with exercise, good nutrition, good 
social habits, access to health care—affects both physical and 
mental flexibility. So do spiritual practices like prayer and 
meditation. So when someone says sixty-five is the new fif-
ty, there can be some truth in it. The advent of meditation 
into the lives of ordinary people appears to have some effect 
on the sense of well-being. There was a time when it was 
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13Change, the Dynamism of Life 

assumed that meditators lived in monasteries, Buddhist or 
Christian—or perhaps were living solitary lives as anchorites 
or hermits. Today, however, men and women from all walks 
of life are practicing this ancient form of being present to the 
moment, to God. The term “mindfulness” is often used to de-
scribe the experience that is both ancient and new. There are 
mindfulness seminars for business people, for educators, for 
children, and even for members of Congress. U.S. Rep. Tim 
Ryan (D) of Ohio credits mindfulness with his being able to 
function without “burnout.” He has written a book, A Mind-
ful Nation, in which he credits the practice of meditation 
(mindfulness) with reducing the stress in his life, enabling 
him to focus more fully on what needs to be done and to 
be more caring toward people. It is clear he would like to 
see other members of government engaged in this practice, 
as well as the American populace in general. The medical 
profession has long recognized the benefits of meditation 
on de-stressing the body and quieting the mind. There are 
many testimonials to lives changed, for the better, through 
the practice of meditation and mindfulness.

But even with attention to care of body and mind and 
soul, the passage of years brings diminishment to all of us. 
How we receive these changes is a critical juncture on the 
interior journey.

The much-honored poet Donald Hall, in a new book of es-
says, reveals that changes in the activities of daily living have 
affected his life in many ways. “Each season my balance gets 
worse,” he writes, “and sometimes I fall….” He writes that if he 
travels to do a poetry reading, he does so with a companion 
who sees him through the airport pushing his wheelchair. 
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14 Interior Journey

The same is true for visiting museums. These are all losses, 
but perhaps the greatest loss is that new poems no longer 
come to him as they used to, but “prose endures.” He feels the 
circles growing smaller and smaller but does not lament the 
losses. “When I lament and darken over my diminishments 
I accomplish nothing. It’s better to sit at the window all day, 
pleased to watch birds, barns and flowers. It is a pleasure to 
write about what I do.”3

Hall’s realistic acceptance of his diminishments—indeed, 
his creative response to them—echoes the counsel I have 
heard from a wise Benedictine spiritual mentor. In a recent 
conversation he offered me the insights he gleaned from 
years of reflection. They apply to anyone who is experienc-
ing diminishment, not only through aging but illness or any 
disruption of life as it once was. The insights are straightfor-
ward: “Know what you can do and do them as well as you 
can; know what you can’t do, and ask for help when needed. 
Accept help that is offered. Your gracious acceptance is a gift 
to others.” This little “rule of living” is applicable to us at all 
stages of life, including adolescence and young adulthood, 
when fear of failure can break young hearts and even bodies.

In this moment of human history, in industrialized na-
tions there are legions of strong men and women living lon-
ger than at any other time. To ignore this large cohort is to 
ignore a central factor of life in the twenty-first century. There 
have always been “elders” but never in the large numbers 
we see today. The English novelist Penelope Lively describes 
the phenomenon as entering an unexpected dimension and 
encountering new challenges. In her memoir Dancing Fish 
and Amonites,4 she begins with a brief overview of old age, 
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15Change, the Dynamism of Life 

historically and in the current cultural and sociological con-
text, including her own learning, which emerges from the ex-
perience that is at once unexpected and inevitable. She writes 
that in old age you are the person you always were but “I am 
someone else now.” What does she mean by these seemingly 
contradictory statements? She means that old age has differ-
ent needs, different satisfactions, a different outlook. “There 
are things I no longer want, things I no longer do, things 
that are no longer important.” She prefers quiet evenings of 
reading. She describes her “new alter ego” as less adventur-
ous, more risk-averse, more protective of her time. Lively, a 
self-described agnostic (who counts in her treasure of books 
four versions of the Bible), does not see in the diminishment 
the possibilities for a deepened encounter with God. At least 
not explicitly, as does Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, the Jesuit 
philosopher, theologian, and scientist (1881–1955). 

Teilhard, a French pioneer in Christian evolution, was 
forbidden to write and publish his scientific and spiritual 
works, which were considered revolutionary and dangerous. 
The Jesuits arranged for him to be sent to China where, un-
foreseen by his superiors, he did some of his most important 
scientific work. His banishment, nonetheless, was a source of 
great sorrow to him. In The Divine Milieu he wrote:

It was a joy to me, O God, in the midst of the struggle, 
to feel that in developing myself I was increasing the 
hold that you have upon me…when the signs of age 
begin to mark my body (and still more when they 
touch my mind); when the ill that is to diminish me 
or carry me off strikes from without or is born within 
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16 Interior Journey

me; when the painful moment comes in which I 
suddenly awaken to the fact that I am ill or growing 
old;…when I feel I am losing hold of myself;…grant 
that I may understand that it is you who are painfully 
parting the fibers of my being in order to penetrate to 
the very marrow of my substance and bear me away 
within yourself.5

In all of these gradual and inevitable changes the word of 
God echoes. We hear the voice from Deuteronomy 30: I have 
set before you life and death…choose life then that you and your 
descendants may live. The changes we encounter on the in-
terior journey bring us to many crossroads and choices. To 
choose life is to choose to live creatively in Reality, the term 
frequently used by Christian mystics.

Ultimate Change
The change that is most feared in our time is that associated 
with diminished neurological capacity. Dementia. It is more 
feared than death, which is after all part of everyone’s future. 
The medical profession identifies several forms of dementia, 
with Alzheimer’s being the most prevalent.

Over five million Americans are currently believed to be 
suffering this disease. It transcends race, class, and gender, 
although more women than men have been diagnosed with 
it. It afflicts older people mostly, but there is also early onset 
Alzheimer’s, which is depicted in the novel and film Still 
Alice. The title refers to what I believe is the underlying ques-
tion of Alzheimer’s and many other neurological illnesses, 
namely, where is the self in the midst of loss and confusion? In 
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17Change, the Dynamism of Life 

a moving presentation before a meeting of Alzheimer pro-
fessional researchers and workers, Alice lists all the losses 
in her life, and they are many, but she concludes with this 
assertion, “I’m still Alice.” It seems she is still in touch with 
her central self.

Isobel was in her late 80s, a widow living alone in the family 
home, when Ellen, her only child, noticed that bills were not 
being paid and various household items were in the wrong 
places. Ellen convinced her mother that it was time for her to 
move to a continuing care facility near Ellen and her family. A 
lovely apartment was furnished with family heirlooms and ev-
eryone breathed more easily. The peace was short-lived. Within 
the first month, Isobel had to be placed in the Alzheimer’s 
wing. Ellen, a creative writing teacher and a poet, watched 
as the “memory thief” stole the mother she had known for 
so many years. The following stanzas are from a poem Ellen 
recently wrote about the experience of watching her mother’s 
decline.

 
At first it was a little ceramic
dish, a framed photograph, that pile
of letters written on airmail paper.
 At first no one noticed. The dish
must have been moved by the maid,
the photograph fallen behind
the shelf, the letters in another drawer.
 But you were greedy, and you snuck in
again and again, and I think I heard
you laugh as you reached behind
her back and pilfered the address book,
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18 Interior Journey

the calendar with all the birthdays, sounds
of laughter and loud music.

Now you have taken it all,
the best she had,
her knowledge of the bible, the ability
to sew a blanket stitch, a foolproof recipe
for brownies, how to parallel park
in small spaces, the first suckling
of her child at her breast almost
fifty years ago. 
(The Memory Thief, by Ellen Collins, 2014, 
used with permission)

Isobel died twenty years ago, but the walk through the maze 
of loss is still vividly present to Ellen. The Alzheimer’s expe-
rience is shared with those closest to the person.

Five years after the death of my husband Tom I remarried. 
My second husband, Joe, and I had known each other in our 
college days and were seriously considering marriage at that 
time. But life took us on divergent paths. Fifty years after we 
last saw each other, or had any contact, we had a renewal (my 
pastor’s term for our reconnecting). I was surprised at how 
easily our relationship grew and deepened, considering how 
heartbroken I was when Tom died. I thought about this un-
expected resurrection as a form of Passing Over, like the song 
sung during the Seder with the refrain “It would have been 
enough.” It would have been enough if you set us free, led us 
out of slavery; it would have been enough to lead us to the 
Promised Land, to grow oranges in the sand; you gave us the 
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19Change, the Dynamism of Life 

holy day of rest, freedom for the oppressed. It would have been 
enough. I wrote the following lines about the life I shared with 
Tom a year after Joe and I renewed our relationship. I felt so 
surprised by the unexpected grace of renewed love.

One hot June day we married in the cathedral chapel
love streamed down the aisle
spilling onto Fifth Avenue. (It would have been enough)

We learned the ways of caring
for home, children filling empty spaces
Windows clear enough to see 
the far world calling
And friends as many and as bright as stars
To fill our lives. (It would have been enough)
Trouble came, sickness too 
the knowledge that life was beyond control
Only trust, only letting go would do
A knowledge too fierce to hold. 
(It would have been enough)

Then one day, after death, alone
still trusting, sensing the pulse of life everywhere
open to the light, and the wide, wide doors
More love came through.
And enough grew and grew 
and filled my heart.
It is enough.

Before Joe and I married, I was convinced that he was in the 
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20 Interior Journey

early stages of Alzheimer’s, and in fact that became an impe-
tus on my part to marry. A New York neurologist, however, 
said in a definitive way that Joe did not have Alzheimer’s; 
something was wrong, but the doctor didn’t know what.

The year after our marriage, a new diagnosis arrived: Alz-
heimer’s disease. 

I read indiscriminately good and bad books, discovered 
colleagues who had experience with this puzzling disease, 
and tried to practice living one day at a time. I was still work-
ing and arranged for an aide to be with Joe when I was at 
my office. In my journal of that period I find this notation: “I 
am in a local café alone, and it feels relaxing. Alicia, the aide, 
seems like an empathetic and competent companion for Joe. 
She walked with him so he could buy the NY Times (which he 
peruses) and they will go to the gym so he can walk around 
the track. Her presence feels like a lifeline.”

We visited an Alzheimer’s specialist at a nearby universi-
ty hospital once a month. By November 2010, not only his 
short-term memory was gone; so were the deeper memories 
from long ago. In my notes for the doctor I see these losses: 
he has no memory of his mother or of his first wife or of his 
children of that marriage. He doesn’t know we are married 
and wonders how “they” found me to stay with him. He has 
anxiety especially if I am out of sight, except when Alicia is 
here. He plays solitaire, which his grandmother taught him 
when he was a child, and he lingers over art books. 

By the year’s end he had wandered away in the middle 
of the night several times. I changed the locks but what 
would happen to him if something catastrophic happened 
to me? I searched for some kind of assisted living situation 
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21Change, the Dynamism of Life 

and with the help of my lawyer found an alternative home 
designed specifically for people with memory impairment. 
It was conveniently located, and I was able to visit Joe al-
most every day. Visiting, however, is not the same as living 
together, sharing the rhythms and intimacy of daily life. 
That Lent was particularly poignant. I felt an empathy with 
Mary Magdalene’s sorrow as she faced an empty tomb. How 
do you love the emptiness? As usual, Jesus showed the way. 
He called her by name. I imagined her feeling the power 
that comes from naming. I reminded myself that Joe was 
still Joe, not unlike Alice’s story.

Death, the final change, came to Joe swiftly and peacefully 
three months after entering the alternative home. A priest 
who had sung the Magnificat at our wedding three years ear-
lier anointed him. Close friends flew in from Florida to say 
goodbye, and one of the caregivers told me that the night of 
the anointing Joe left his bed, packed his clothes, took off the 
bedsheets, folded them military-style, and told the caregiver 
he was now ready. Several hours later he died.

It was time once again to ponder the lines of the Creed: I 
believe…in the resurrection of the body and life everlasting.

One constant factor in change is its inevitability. As long 
as we live we will change. How to do so gracefully is the 
major question before us. Both risk and trust are features of 
graceful change, and we see those sketched out in the previ-
ous narratives. But we are not alone in this journey. There is 
our tradition, the Christian tradition, with its prayers, and 
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22 Interior Journey

wise mentors, and rich history to guide us. There is the re-
newed interest in and knowledge of meditation (which some 
call mindfulness) to center us. There is the language of the 
soul revealed and learned in the works of art, visual and mu-
sical and dramatic. There are the experiences of those who 
have gone before us and whose guidance is available through 
their writings, and through the availability of spiritual direc-
tion and counsel. There are the words of Jesus: “Ask and you 
shall receive.”

The Greek poet Cavafy, in his epic poem “Ithaca,” reminds 
us that the destination is not the ultimate goal; the journey 
itself is enough. We will have learned so much along the way, 
experienced what is true and beautiful and what is loving. 
It is enough.

Activity: Use your journal to keep track of 
ideas from your reading that you want to pursue. 
Answer the reflection questions in the journal. 
Record your reaction to the psalm-prayer. If 
you have never kept a journal, begin now.

Reflection Questions: What life experience(s) 
are you aware of that have been a catalyst 
for change, big or small? *What helped you 
navigate the change? *What did you learn about 
yourself, the world, God, during this process?

 Prayer: Slowly read and ponder Psalm 91, 
noting what speaks to you and how. 
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23Change, the Dynamism of Life 

The journey's path moves through childhood, 
through youthful strength, through the maturity 
of age, through a few festive days and many 
routine days. It moves through heights and 
through misery, through purity and through sin, 
through love and through disillusion. On and on 
it goes, irresistibly on from the morning of life to 
the evening of death. 
Karl Rahner
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